As a distinct team drawn from
different industry backgrounds,
Tudor’s customer service team
bring together a wealth of
experience across sales, design,
production, quality, conservation
and architectural specification.
What unites all of us is our
enthusiasm and commitment to
offering high quality products
that will enhance your roof and
the very best consumer service.

Meet the Customer Team

Together, we offer you
more.
LAWRENCE COOPER
Region: South UK
Tel: 07850 884 655
With a background in marketing, print
and graphic design, Lawrence fully understands how Tudor’s handmade roof tiles can add to the aesthetic appeal and value of your property. His enthusiasm, attention to detail
and comprehensive knowledge of our production processes means
that no stone will be left unturned until you achieve the right size,
texture and colour mix of tiles for your project.

NIGEL EVANS
Region: Middle UK
Tel: 07818 040 010

Why Choose
Tudor Peg Tiles?

Nigel has 38 year’s experience in the roofing industry both in sales and as a roofing
consultant. A member of the Institute of Roofing and a fully trained
Quantity Surveyor, he has worked in quality control as well specification sales to contractors and merchants. With his passion for conservation, he has an extensive knowledge of the roofing and restoration
requirements of historic, ecclesiastical and listed buildings.

GEORGE MONTEITH
Region: East UK
Tel: 07850 320 827
The enthusiasm of George is unmistakeable. Vastly experienced in trade and
retail sales, George comes to the roofing industry like a breath of
fresh air. With his friendly positive approach and his determination
(ability to think ‘outside of the box’), he will go the extra mile in his
desire to understand your objectives and help you find the best roofing solution.

IAN WHALEY
Region: Central London
Tel: 07718 964 731
With over 40 years in the building industry and seventeen years in roof tiles,
Ian is no stranger to the London architectural market. As a Fellow of
the Institute of Roofing, and having sat on the technical committee
of the RTA (Roof Tile Alliance), Ian is the perfect man to guide you
through the complexities of clay roof tile specification.

lawrence@
nigel@ tudorrooftiles.co.uk
george@
ian@

HEAD OFFICE
Tel: 01797 320 202
info@tudorrooftiles.co.uk
When you call our head office, you’ll
be greeted by either Nikki or Lucy,
As the lynchpins of the company, they run all the administration and
logistics, making sure that everything arrives how it should, where it
should and when it should!

PAUL JOHN LYTHGOE
Managing Director
Tel: 07860 282 895
paul@tudorrooftiles.co.uk
With formal qualification and practical experience in both business management and ceramic manufacturing,
Paul has developed the Tudor brand, product range, and customer service team, based on the core values of quality, aesthetics and excellent
service. His knowledge of the wider industry and commitment to genuine handmade processes ensure that the Tudor range continues to
develop in line with customer requirements.

KEEP YOUR ROOF UNIQUE
Tudor Roof Tiles is the foremost independent UK manufacturer
of traditional English handmade only clay plain and peg tiles.
Tudor Roof Tile Co. Limited
Dengemarsh Road
Lydd
Romney Marsh
Kent TN29 9JH

Tel: 01797 320202
Fax: 01797 320700
Email: info@tudorrooftiles.co.uk
Web: www.tudorrooftiles.co.uk

